# PADM/Public Administration

## Ten Week Session
- **PADM 5700** SEM PUB ADM
- **PADM 5800** PUB MGMT INTERNSHIP
- **PADM 6950** DOCTORAL DISSEREATION

## Five Week Session One
- **PADM 3020** PUBLIC MANAGEMENT
- **PADM 4250** COMM DEV & COLL PLAN
- **PADM 6940** DIRECTED RESEARCH
- **PADM 6950** DOCTORAL DISSEREATION

## Five Week Session Two
- **PADM 5700** SEM PUB ADM
- **PADM 6950** DOCTORAL DISSEREATION

## Eight Week Session Two
- **PADM 4050** NEGOTIATION
- **PADM 4210** INTRO TO FUNDRAISING
- **PADM 4220** PROPOSAL WRITING